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Abstract. This paper reports a practical and long-term experiment with
autonomous humanoid robots immersed in real human society. Students in an
elementary school interacted with the robots over 18 days. The robot, “Robovie,” employs a novel system to identify individuals and adapt its behaviors to
them. In this experiment, the robot spoke in English with Japanese students. We
expected the students to form stable relationships with the robot by way of
multi-modal communication and, as a result, improve their English language
listening and speaking abilities. The experimental results show the possibility of
the partner robot in language education and provide considerable insights into
developing partner robots that are well suited to immersion in human society.
We believe that our trials with real-world partner robots are pioneering efforts
for practical humanoid robot.

1 Introduction
The recent development of humanoid and interactive robots such as Honda's [1] and
Sony's [2] is a new research direction in robotics. The concept of partner robot
(robots acting as human peers in everyday life) is rapidly emerging. The partner
robot should facilitate effective multi-modal communication with a human in order
to complete an arbitrary set of tasks together with the human. Clearly, a robot that is
skilled only at a single task or a limited set of tasks cannot satisfy the requirements
of a partner. For example, a museum tour guide robot [3] is equipped with robust
navigational skills, which are crucial to its role; however, humans still do not perceive such a robot as their partner but merely as a museum orientation tool. While
the ability to perform many types of tasks skillfully is a desirable attribute for a
partner robot, this alone does not cause humans to consider the robot as their partner. Humans do not evaluate their partner based on that person's aptitude with certain tasks. Instead, humans have stable and fundamental relationships to maintain
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Figure 1: Robovie (left) and Wireless tag
Robovie is an interactive humanoid robot that autonomously speaks, makes gestures, and moves
around. With its antenna and tags, it is able to identify individuals.

interaction with each other. In the development of partner robots, it is also important to establish an interactive relationship.
Several recent robotics studies have reported that pet robots can establish such fundamental relationships with users. Many people are willing to interact with animal-like
pet robots and moreover, to adapt to the insufficient interactive ability of the robot [2].
Furthermore, pet robots have been used successfully in therapy for the elderly; the
positive effect of their use has been confirmed through long-term experiments [4].
While these results seem promising for smoothing human-robot communications, the
pet robots are perceived as animals. Thus, the impact and variety of their communication are strongly limited. On the other hand, inter-human communication employs
diverse channels made available by our entire body. By establishing eye contact and
observing and possibly imitating gestures, we greatly increase our understanding of
others’ utterance [5]. It is well-known that during conversation, a human immediately
finds correspondences between their own body and the body of their partner. This
suggests that to produce effective communication skills on an interactive robot, its
body should be based on a human’s.
To summarize, the requirements of a partner robot are:
1.
It needs to establish a fundamental relationship with humans
2.
It should be a humanoid robot
These requirements are related with each other. Even computers can establish relationships with humans [6], we believe that humanoid body will promote the relationships deeply.
If the requisites can be fulfilled, considerable consequences are likely to emerge.
We attempt to motivate this through analogy. There are two types of systems: task

oriented and platform. Whereas a task-oriented system is relatively easy to understand
and evaluate, a platform is much more complicated. Computer network systems, such
as the Internet, are examples of the latter case. Since a platform system like the Internet can be employed for a vast number of tasks, it is difficult to evaluate its potential
during the system’s infancy. The Internet was not created with today’s advanced applications in mind. All we could know was that it provided a new means for communication. Many peoples’ ability to relate closely with the Internet has caused it evolve so
much that it has permeated and changed many aspects of human life.
We believe that partner robots will form a new information-sharing infrastructure
like the Internet. The major difference from the Internet is in the communication modality. Previous research has indicated that a partner robot offers us something more
than a simple computer interface [7]. To identify the possibilities of the partner robot,
short- and long-term experiments must be considered. If we regard only short-term
experiments such as [8], we can only observe the phenomena between humans and a
robot that emerge on an order of minutes, such as first impressions and processes for
establishing relationships.
The relationship between the human subject and the robot is likely to change as
time passes, much like inter-human relationships evolve over time. Thus, it is vital to
observe the relationships between humans and the robot in an environment where
long-term interaction is possible. The result by immersing the robot into such a constant-participant human environment is entirely different than exhibiting a robot in a
public place like a museum.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper reports the first trial of a long-term experiment using interactive humanoid robots in a real human society. In the experiment,
we adopted a foreign language education task for an elementary school. The robot’s
role is not that of a human language teacher but a foreign child who speaks only the
foreign language. While computers have been widely applied to the education area [9],
our approach is different from what is possible with a computer agent teaching tool or
a self-teaching method. That is, we expect that the robot’s human-like form and behavior will evoke spontaneous communication from the children.
This task is motivated by the generally poor level of Japanese people’s English
skills. We assume that one of the important sources is the lack of motivation and opportunity to speak in English. Many children in elementary and junior high schools do
not recognize the importance and usefulness of English. In fact, children have little or
no need to speak in English in Japan. Even if English teachers speak in English, they
usually speak in Japanese outside of the English classes. What is worse, in their daily
lives they almost never encounter foreign people who cannot speak in Japanese. Thus,
it seems many children do not have a high motivation to study English.

2 System Configuration

2.1 Interactive Humanoid Robot
Figure 1 shows the humanoid robot “Robovie.” The robot is capable of humanlike expression and recognition by using various actuators and sensors. The body
features highly articulated arms, eyes and a head that can produce enough movement to communicate effectively with humans. The sensory equipment includes
auditory, tactile, ultrasonic, and vision sensors to allow the robot to behave
autonomously and to interact with humans. All of the processing and control
systems are located in the body, like a computer and motor controlling hardware.
We employed a wireless tag system to identify individuals interacting with the robot.
A tag (Fig. 1) periodically transmits its ID, which is received by the reader (onboard
the robot). In turn, the reader provides received IDs to the robot’s software system.
The wireless tags are embedded in a nameplate (5 cm in diameter), so they are easy to
carry. It is possible to adjust the receiver’s tag reception range in real-time from software.
2.2 Software Architecture
Figure 2 is an outline of the software that enables the robot to simultaneously
identify multiple persons and interact with them based on individual memory for
each person. Our approach includes non-verbal information of both robots and
humans, which is completely different from linguistic dialog approaches, such as
[10]. To supplement current insufficient sensor-processing ability, we employed

Figure 2:
2 Software architecture of interactive humanoid robot Robovie
Situated modules are the essential components to perform interactive behaviors by using sensor
information and actuators. The robot selects a suitable situated module for the current interaction
situation with person identification, episode, and episode rules.

active interaction policy. That is, robots initiate interaction to keep communicative relationships with humans. The basic components of the system are situated
modules and episode rules. Module control sequentially executes situated modules according to the current situation and execution orders defined by the episode rules. This is an extension of the software architecture [11] that take into
account multiple individuals. It is a completely bottom-up design, which is quite
different from others. Developers create situated modules, which execute a particular task in a particular situation, and episode rules that represent their partial
execution order. The mechanism of interaction among humans is not yet known,
so a top-down design approach is not yet possible.
The architecture includes four databases: Person ID DB to associate people
with tag IDs, episode rules to control the execution order of situated modules,
public and private episodes to sustain communications with each person, and
long-term individual memory to memorize information about individual people.
By using these databases, the robot can track students’ learning progress such as
their previous answers to game-like questions.
The reactive modules handle emergencies in both movement and communication. For example, the robot gazes at the part of its body being touched by a human to indicate that it has noticed the touch, but continues talking. This hierarchical mechanism is similar to subsumption [12]. In the situated and reactive
modules, inputs from sensors are pre-processed by sensor modules such as English speech recognition. Actuator modules perform low-level control of actuators.
In the following, we explain the situated modules, person identification, and
module control in more detail.
Situated Modules. As with an adjacency pair (a well-known term in linguistics for a
unit of conversation such as “greeting and response” and “question and answer”), we
assume that embodied communication forms by the principle of the action-reaction
pair. This involves certain pairs of actions and reactions that also include non-verbal
expressions. The continuation of the pairs forms the communication between humans
and a robot.
Each situated module is designed for a certain action-reaction pair in a particular
situation and consists of precondition, indication, and recognition parts. By executing
the precondition part, the robot checks whether the situated module is in an executable
situation. For example, the situated module that performs a handshake is executable
when a human is in front of the robot. By executing the indication part, the robot interacts with humans. In the handshake module, the robot says “Let’s shake hands” and
offers its hand. The recognition part recognizes a human’s reaction from a list of expected reactions. The handshake module can detect a handshake if a human touches its
offered hand.

Figure 3: Illustrated example of episodes and episode rules for multiple persons

Person Identification. Clark classified interacting people into two categories:
participants, who speak and listen, and listeners, who listen only [13]. Similar to
Clark’s work, we classify humans near the robot into two categories: participants and
observers. The person identification module provides persons’ identities, as well as
their approximate distance from the robot. Since the robot is only capable of neardistance communication, we can classify a person’s role in interaction based on their
distance. As Hall discussed, there are several distance-based regions formed between
talking humans [14]. A distance less than 1.2 m is “conversational,” and a distance
from 1.2 m to 3.5 m is “social.” Our robot recognizes the nearest person within 1.2 m
as the participant, while others located within a detectable distance of the wireless tag
are observers.
Module Control (Episodes and Episode Rules) We define episode as a sequence of
interactive behaviors taken on by the robot and humans. Internally, it is a sequence of
situated modules. Module control selects the next situated module for execution by
looking-up episodes and episode rules. There are “public” and “private” episodes as
shown in Figure 3. The public episode is the sequence of all executed situated
modules, and the private episode is an individual history for each person. By
memorizing each person’s history, the robot adaptively tailors its behaviors to the
participating or observing persons.
The episode rules are very simple so that developers can easily implement
many rules quickly. They guide the robot into a new episode of interaction and
also give consistency to the robot’s behaviors. When the robot ends an execution
of the current situated module, all episode rules are checked to determine the
most appropriate next situated module. Each situated module has a unique identifier called a ModuleID. The
“<ModuleID
episode
rule

(a) shake hands

(b) hug
(c) paper-scissors-rock
Figure 4: Interactive behaviors

(d) exercise

A=result_value>ModuleID B” stands for “if module A results in result_value, the
next execution will be module B.” Then “<…><…>” stands for the sequence of
previously executed situated modules. Similar to regular expressions, we can use
selection, repetition, and negation as elements of episode rules.
Furthermore, if “P” or “O” is put at the beginning of an episode rule, that episode rule refers to private episodes of the current participant or observers. Otherwise, the episode rules refer to public episodes. If the first character in the
angle bracket is “P” or “O,” this indicates that the person experienced it as a
participant or an observer. Thus, “<P ModuleID=result value>” is a rule to represent that “if the person participated in the execution of ModuleID and it resulted
in the result value.” Omission of the first character means “if the person participated in or observed it.”
Figure 3 is an example of episodes and episode rules. The robot memorizes the
public episode and the private episodes corresponding to each person. Episode rules 1
and 2 refer to the public episode. More specifically, episode rule 1 realizes sequential
transition: “if it is executing GREET and it results in Greeted, the robot will execute
the situated module SING next.” Episode rule 2 realizes reactive transition: “if a person touches the shoulder, the precondition of TURN is satisfied and then the robot
stops execution of SING to start TURN.” Also, there are two episode rules that refer
to private episodes. Episode rule 3 means that “if all modules in the current participant’s private episode are not GREET, it will execute GREET next.” Thus, the robot
will greet this new participant. Episode rule 4 means “if once the person hears a robot’s song, it does not sing that song for a while.”
2.3 Implemented Interactive Behaviors
The robot’s task is to perform daily communication as children do. One hundred situated modules have been developed: 70 of them are interactive behaviors such as handshake (Figure 4 (a)), hugging (Fig. 4 (b)), playing paper-scissors-rock (Fig. 4 (c)),
exercising (Fig. 4 (d)), greeting, kissing, singing a song, short conversation, and pointing to an object in the surroundings; 20 are idling behaviors such as scratching its
head, and folding its arms; and 10 are moving-around behaviors. For the English
education task, every situated module utters and recognizes English only. In total, the
robot speaks more than 300 sentences and recognizes about 50 words.

Figure 5: Environment of the elementary school where we installed the robot.
Right figure is the map of the environment, and left photo is the scene of workspace and classroom 1A. In the environment, there are no walls between classrooms and workspace (corridor).
Several situated modules use person identification. For example, one situated
module calls a person’s name at a certain distance, which is useful to encourage the
person to interact with the robot. Another one plays a body-part game (it asks a person
to touch its body parts by saying the parts’ name) and remembers children’s answers.
We prepared 800 episode rules for making transitions among situated modules as
follows: it occasionally asks humans for interaction by saying “Let’s play, touch me”
and exhibits idling or moving-around behaviors until a human responds; once a human
reacts, it begins and carries on friendly behaviors while the human responds to them;
when the human stops reacting, it stops the friendly behaviors, says “good bye,” and
re-starts its idling or moving-around behaviors.

3 Experiment in an Elementary School

3.1 Method
We performed two sessions of the experiment at an elementary school in Japan, where
each session lasted for two weeks. Subjects were the students of three classes each of
first and sixth grade. There were 119 first grade students (6-7 years old, 59 male and
60 female) for the first session and 109 sixth grade students (11-12 years old, 53 male
and 56 female) for the second session. Each session consisted of 9 school days. Two
identical robots were put in a corridor connecting the three classrooms (Figure 5).
Children could freely interact with both robots during recesses. Each child had a
nameplate with an embedded wireless tag so that each robot could identify the child
during interaction.
We conducted an English hearing test 3 times (before, 1 week after, and 2 weeks
after the beginning of the session). Each test quizzed the same 6 easy daily sentences
used by the robots: “Hello,” “Bye,” “Shake hands please,” “I love you,” “Let’s play

Figure 6: Scene of the experiment for first grade students (first day)

Figure 7: Scene of the experiment for first grade students (after first week)
together,” and “This is the way I wash my face” (phrase from a song), but in different
orders.
We analyzed the following aspects of the experiment:
• Long-term influence of the robot.
• Daily interaction with multiple people (contrary to the usual interaction with a
single person in the laboratory).
• Human-robot communication in foreign language, and impact on humans’ learning of the foreign language.
Since it is difficult to control large-scale experiments (such as set control and baseline groups), we analyzed the robot’s impact in an exploratory manner.
3.2 Results

Results for Long-term Relationship: first grade students. Table 1 shows the
changes in relationships among the children and the robots during the two weeks for
the first grade class. We can divide the two weeks into the following three phases: (a)
first day, (b) first week (except first day), and (c) second week.
(a) First day: big excitement. On the first day, as many as 37 children gathered around
each robot (Figure 6). They pushed one another to gain the position in front of the
robot, tried to touch the robot, and spoke to it in loud voices. Since the corridor and
classrooms were filled with their loud voices, it was not always possible to understand
what the robots and children said. It seemed that almost all of the children wanted to
interact with the robots. There were many children watching the excitement around the
robots, and they joined the interaction by switching places with the children around
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Figure 8: Transition of number of children playing with the robot (1st
grade)
Num. of interacted children represents the total number of children who came around the robot
(found by each robot’s wireless system) on each day. Ave. of simultaneously interacted children
represents the average number of children simultaneously around the robot. Rate of vacant time
is the percentage of the time when there is no child around the robot during each day.

the robot. In total, 116 students interacted with the robot out of the 119 students on the
first day.
(b) First week: stable interaction. The excitement on the first day soon quieted down.
The average number of simultaneously interacting children gradually decreased (graph
in Figure 8). In the first week, someone was always interacting with the robots, so the
rate of vacant time was still quite low. The interaction between the children and the
robots became more like inter-human conversation. Several children came in front of
the robot, touched it, and watched the response of the robot.
(c) Second week: satiation. Figure 7 shows a scene at the beginning of the second
week. It seemed that satiation occurred. At the beginning, time of vacancy around the
robots suddenly increased, and the number of children who played with the robots
decreased. Near the end, there were no children around the robot during half of the
daily experiment time. On average, there were 2.0 children simultaneously interacting
with the robot during the second week. This seemed to be advantageous to the robot
since it was easy for it to talk with a few of the children simultaneously. The way they

1st week

2nd week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

116
8.5

68
6.9

76
5.5

80
3.6

64
3.6

69
2.3

33
2.0

17
1.8

29
1.9

(37)

(34)

(15)

(12)

(20)

(24)

(12)

(8)

(11)

72

31

30

67

38

68

67

18

39

Rate of vacant time

0.07

0.30

0.08

0.19

0.06

0.39

0.59

0.68

0.34

No. of English utterances
No. of English utterances
/ min.

420

152

162

165

78

125

81

23

41

5.84

4.88

5.32

2.45

2.06

1.83

1.20

1.29

1.06

Interacted children
Avg. (max) simul. interacted
Experiment time (min)

Table 1: Results for the change in children’s behaviors at an elementary school
for first grade students (total: 119 students)
(number of children interacted with the robots, number of simultaneously interacted children, experiment time of each day, which is different among days because
of school schedule, vacant time of the robots, and children’s utterances in English)
1st week

2nd week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Interacted children

75
7.8

67
3.7

27
2.3

34
4.5

47
5.1

43
2.7

30
2.4

21
3.8

43
4.5

Avg. (max) simul. interacted

(17)

(16)

(10)

(15)

(18)

(15)

(7)

(8)

(24)

62

60

18

18

18

61

49

16

37

Rate of vacant time

0.02

0.05

0.06

0.02

0.01

0.38

0.45

0.28

0.68

No. of English utterances
No. of English utterances
/ min.

137

154

19

48

31

70

48

15

28

2.21

2.58

1.04

2.72

1.70

1.14

0.99

0.91

0.76

Experiment time (min)

Table 2: Results for the change in children’s behaviors at an elementary school
for sixth grade students (total: 109 students)
played with the robots seemed similar to the play style in the first week. Thus, only the
frequency of children playing with the robot decreased.
Results for Long-Term Relationship: Comparison with sixth grade. Table 2
shows the results for the sixth grade class. There were at most 17 children
simultaneously around the robot on the first day as shown in Figure 9. It seemed that
the robots were less fascinating for sixth graders than for first graders. Then, similar to
the first grade, vacant time increased and the number of interacting children decreased
at the beginning of the second week (Figure 11). Therefore, the three phases of first
day, first week, and second week exist for the sixth grade students as well as the first
grade students. In the second week (Figure 10), the average number of simultaneously
interacting children was 4.4, which was larger than for the first grade. This is because
many sixth grade students seemed to interact with the robot while accompanying their
friends, which will be analyzed in a later section.

Figure 9: Scene of the experiment for sixth grade students (first day)

Figure 10: Scene of the experiment for sixth grade students (after first week)
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Figure 11: Transition of number of children playing with the robot (6th grade)

The results suggest that the communicative relationships between children and the
robots did not endure for more than one week in general. However, some children
developed sympathetic emotions for the robot. Child A said, “I feel pity for the robot
because there is no other children playing with it,” and child B played with the robot
for the same reason. We consider this to be an early form of a long-term relationship,
which is similar to the sympathy extended to a new transfer student who has no friends.
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Figure 12: Transition of children’s English utterance
(Utterance means the total number of utterances every child among the 1st or 6th grade
made, and Utterance rate means the average of the total number per minute)

Results for Foreign Language Education: speaking opportunity. During the
experiment, many children spoke English sentences and listened to the robot’s English.
We analyzed the spoken sentences. Mainly, it was simple daily conversation and the
English that the robot used, such as “Hello,” “How are you,” “Bye-bye,” “I’m sorry,”
“I love you,” “See you again.” Since the duration of the experiment was different each
day, we compared the average number of English utterances per minute (described in
Tables 1, 2: no. of English utterances). Figure 12 illustrates the transition of children’s
English utterances for both first grade and sixth grade students. In the first grade, there
were 4.84 – 5.84 utterances per minute during the first three days. Then, it gradually
decreased along with the increase in vacant time. As a result, 59% of English
utterances occurred during the first three days.
In the sixth grade, it was about 1.04 – 2.72 utterances per minute during the first
week, and this decreased to 0.76 – 1.14 during the second week. This also seems to
correspond to the vacancy time of the robot. That is, children talked to the robot when
they wanted to interact with the robot. After they became used to the robot, they did
not speak or even greet it very often.
Results for Foreign Language Education: hearing ability. Figure 13 shows the
relationship between three mutually exclusive classified groups of children and those
groups’ average English hearing test scores at three points during the experiment.
Table 3 indicates the average and standard deviation of three English test scores for
each session, where the number of valid subjects means, for each classified group of
students, the number of students who took all three tests. The students were classified

into three groups – 1st day, 1st week or 2nd week – based on when in the experiment
they interacted with the robots the most. The 1st day group is comprised of the children who interacted with the robot more on the first day than in the total sum of the
other days. Those children only seemed to be attracted by the robots in the beginning;
perhaps, merely joining interaction due to the big excitement of phase (a) discussed in
the previous subsections. The 1st week group consists of the children who interacted
with the robot during the first week, more than during the second week. That is, they
mainly participated in phase (b). The 2nd week group is the remaining students, excluding the non-interacted individuals – children who did not interact with the robots
at all. In other words, the 2nd week children seemed to have hesitated to come during
phases (a) and (b), and mainly interacted with the robot during phase (c). We excluded
the students who did not take every test (for example, due to lateness or absence from
school). As a result, 5 first grade students and 12 sixth grade students were excluded
from this analysis.
There are significant differences (denoted by bold face values in Table 3) between
1 week’s test score and after session’s test scores for the 1st day group of 1st grade
students (F(1,54)=5.86, p<.05), between before session and 1week for 1st day group
of 6th grade students (F(1,26)=8.03, p<.01), and between 1week and after session for
2nd week group of 6th grade students (F(1,19)=5.52, p<.05). As for sixth grade, the
score of “after 2 weeks” is higher than “before the experiment” (F(2,192)= 4.73,
p<.05, the LSD method showed a significant difference between the two conditions).
We believe that these results show the positive effects of the robots on language education. In particular about 6th grade students, the robots helped children who mainly
interacted in the beginning of the first week to learn English (supported by the significant difference of the hearing test score between before the session and after 1
week). They also helped the children who interacted mainly in the second week (supported by the significance between after 1 week test and after session test). Additionally, the results suggest a similar trend among first grade students' results. The 1st day
group’s score might have increased in the beginning and significantly decreased during the second week. Meanwhile, the 2nd week group's score might have increased
during the second week.
We feel that these results, and the suggestions they make, will support a hypothesis
for a future partner robot that is equipped with powerful language education ability.
Since the results have no significance with respect to total comparison (among before1week-after and playing season types for 1st and 6th grades respectively).

Grade

1st

6th

Type of playing season
with the robots
1st day
1st week
2nd week
1st day
1st week
2nd week
Non-interacted

No. of
valid
subjects
55
51
8
27
39
20
11

Average score

S. D.

Before

1week

After

Before

1week

After

0.66
0.69
0.65
0.73
0.69
0.74
0.70

0.69
0.64
0.56
0.80
0.70
0.74
0.74

0.62
0.63
0.63
0.80
0.72
0.79
0.79

0.18
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.15
0.18
0.19

0.17
0.14
0.12
0.14
0.15
0.14
0.19

0.17
0.13
0.12
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13

Table 3: Transition of scores of English hearing test
(Understanding of sentences / before the session, after 1st week, and after the session
that lasted at end of 2nd week)
Score

1st grade children

Score

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

6th grade children

0.5
before

1 week

1st day
2nd week

after
1st week

before

1 week

1st day
2nd week

after
1st week
None

Figure 13: Improvement of children’s English hearing ability
(Along with the interaction patterns of children, 1st day type represents the children who interacted with the robot at most on the first day, 1st week type represents
the children who interacted with the robot during the first week more than during the
second week, 2nd week type is the remaining case except none type where children
did not interacted with the robot.)

Grade

No. of Interacted time (min)
No. of
nonvalid
subj. interacted
children Average
Max
S.D.

Friend time (min) Friend time rate
Average

S.D.

Average

S.D.

1st

119

0

21.4

162.9

21.7

10.2

12.5

0.48

0.30

6th

98

11

17.3

103.6

17.6

11.7

12.0

0.75

0.28

Table 4: Comparison of friend-related behaviors
(Friend time rate means average of each child’s ratio of the Friend time / the Interacted time)

Results for Children Behaviors: toward the Robots. We also investigated the micro
aspects of children’s behaviors. Table 4 indicates the rate that children interacted with
the robot along with their friends. (Children provided their friends’ names on the
questionnaire before the experiment, and they were compared with the ID information
obtained through the wireless tag system.) In the first grade, 48% of the time the
children played with the robot along with their friends. In contrast, this was 78% in the
sixth grade. There were 11 children who did not interact with the robot at all, which
we omitted from the statistical analysis of friend time rate. ANOVA proved a
significant difference between the first grade and sixth grade (F(1,215)=12.87, p<.01).
We can find a similar trend in the number of simultaneously interacting children
(Table 1). We believe first grade children came to the robot to communicate with it,
while sixth grade children used the robot as a method of playing with their friends.
By observing their interaction with the robots, we found several interesting cases.
•
Child C did not seem to understand English at all. However, once she heard her
name said by the robot, she seemed very pleased and began to often interact with
the robot.
•
Children D and E counted how many times the robot called their respective
names. D’s name was called more often, so D proudly told E that the robot preferred D.
•
Child F passed by the robot. He did not intend to play with the robot, but since
he saw another child G playing with the robot, he joined the interaction.
Those children’s behaviors suggest that the robot’s behavior of calling names significantly affected and attracted children. Furthermore, observation of successful interaction was related to the desire to participate in interaction.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The developed interactive humanoid robots that autonomously interact with humans
by using its human-like body and various sensors such as vision, auditory, and tactile
sensors. It also has a mechanism to identify individuals and adapt its interactive behaviors to them. These robots were used in an explorative experiment at an elementary
school for foreign language education. The experimental results show two important
findings about the partner robots:

(1) Long-term relationships: The children actively interacted during the first week, so
interaction generally lasted a week. They became satiated of interacting with the robots by the beginning of the second week.
(2) Positive perspective on foreign language education: The robots affected children's
foreign-language ability acquisition. The interaction prompted children's utterances in
English, and it might encourage 6th graders to improve their hearing ability.
In addition to the major findings, we observed several interesting phenomena from the
experimental results. This long-term experiment showed us the strong first impression
the robot creates but also its weakness in maintaining long-term relationships. More
specifically:
•
Children rushed around each of two installed robots on the first day.
•
Vacant time of robot interaction rapidly increased at the beginning of the second
week.
•
58% of English utterances occurred during the first three days (59% in the first
grade, 56% in the sixth grade).
On the other hand, we made the following positive observations:
•
The name calling behavior of the robots provide an excellent chance to start interaction.
•
Even in the second week, several children continued to interact with the robots
(some of them might have felt pity for the robot since it was alone).
We feel that the most difficult challenges in this experiment were coping with the loss
of desire to interact with the robot on a long-term basis and the complexity of processing sensory data from a real human environment. Regarding the former challenge, it
was an important finding that the children interacted with the robot for the duration of
the first week. Now it is necessary to identify methods to promote longer lasting interactive relationships. With respect to the processing of sensory data, real-world data is
vastly different from that produced in a well-controlled laboratory. In the classroom,
many children ran around and spoke in very loud voices. The wireless person identification worked well, but speech recognition was not effective. It is vital for real-world
robots to have more robust sensing abilities.
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